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FOREWORD
In the last years integrated water resources management took the headlines both in
The Netherlands and abroad. Water resources planning and other water related
activities started to reflect the new concept i.e. to seek the solution of hydraulic
engineering problems within the context of the environment, social aspirations and
sustainability considerations next to the explicitly required integration of quantity
and quality aspects of both surface and groundwater and the coordination with
other sectoralplans.
In spite of considerable achievements there is still lack of knowledge concerning
the integration of these elements. The need to conceive an adequate decision
making setup isparticularly felt.
The Department of Water Resources of the Wageningen Agricultural University
has therefore decided to concentrate a part of its research efforts on the
development of decision support techniques designed to assist the derivation of
satisfactory compromise solutions in integrated water resources management. In
order to ensure practical relevance, the development of this methodology is linked
with its application to the decision making inherent in the revitalization of the
floodplains of (large) rivers. By focusing on the problem of the sustainable water
resources management of this unique transitional zone between aquatic and
terrestrial ecosystems the Department clearly follows the research mandate of the
Wageningen Agricultural University as formulated in the Strategic Plan of 1992.
While the results of this publication are not yet definitive, the present report,
combining the excellent thesis co-authored by Ir. T. Rosmalen en Ir. L. Stalpers
and the study report by the PhD candidate of Dipl.Ing. I. Zsuffa Jr. can be
regarded as the first applications along the envisaged research line.
However this report does not only document the involvement of the Department of
Water Resources in the ongoing research activities towards the renaturalization of
the floodplains. It is also the proof of a thriving international educational
cooperation within the framework of the TEMPUS Programme of the European

Union. The generous funding of student exchange within the framework of the
Joint European Project Nr. 2150 East-West Cooperation Forum in the Area of
Environment-Water-Agricultural Soils (EWA-Ring) made it possible that students
of the Wageningen Agricultural University could learn and work in Hungary,
visiting the world-famous Gemene Floodplains of the Danube in Southern Hungary
and usingparts of it as casestudies.
It is my pleasant duty as Chairman of the Department of Water Resources and
Coordinator of EWA-Ring to express my thanks to our partners at the Technical
University of Budapest and at the 'Pollack Mihaly' Technical College Baja.
Furthermore my thanks are also extended to colleagues of the Lower Danube
Valley Water Authority Baja as well to the experts of the Hungarian state
authorities on environmental protection and forestry. Their contribution was
essential to ensure theproper integration ofideas.
My particular thanks are due to Prof. Dr. techn. I. Zsuffa Sr., Chairman of the
Department of Water Resources Management of the TU Budapest for his
enthusiastic support and advice hebestowed upon our students from Wageningen.
The Gemene Floodplain studies do not constitute an exotic or accidental
application. This university cooperation lies rather in line with the ongoing bilateral
cooperation between Rijkswaterstaat and the Hungarian water resources authorities
OVF and VITUKI. The renaturalization of the floodplains along the Waal, the
Rhine and the Meuse would certainly benefit from the experience gained at the
semi-natural floodplains of Gemene.

Prof.Dr.-Ing. Janos J. Bogardi
Chairman of the Department of Water Resources
Wageningen, April 1994
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INTRODUCTION

This publication is the result of two studies made in the
framework of TEMPUS (Trans European Mobility Scheme for University Studies) and is adopted by the Council of the European
Communities.
The first study, which is called "Revitalisation of the Gemencarea, Baja, Hungary", is made by A.F.M. Rosmalen and L.J. Stalpers and is a thesis report for the study "Cultuurtechniek" at
the Agricultural University Wageningen. This thesis study has
been carried out at the Technical University of Budapest, Hungary
and the Technical College "Pollack Mihâly", Institute of Water
Management, Baja, Hungary.
The second study,which iscalled "Towards the restoration of the
Gyürüsalj floodplainregion" ismade by Ir. I.ZsuffaJr.aspart
of his PhD-study at the Agricultural University of Wageningen,
The Netherlands.
Both studies concern the same subject: the Gemenc-area. The
Gemenc-area is a floodplain of the Danube near the town of Baja
in the South of Hungary. The water regime of the Danube has a
main influence on the abiotic conditions of this area and
therefore also a very important influence on its ecological
development. Nowadays, the Gemene is exposed to serious
degredations mainly due to changes in the water regime of the
Danube. The most harmful change is the lowering of the water
levels of the river, caused by the regulation works.This process
has resulted in desiccation in the area and degradation of the
forest.
Common goal ofboth studies isto findmethods for restoration of
thewater regime on the floodplain for thebenefit of theecosystem.
The framework of these studies isthe following:
1. toprove the strucural lowering of Danube levels,
2. tomake ageneral proposition to restore thewater regime in
the Gemenc-area,
3. to set up and elaborate several alternatives,
4. to evaluate the alternatives according to hydro-ecological
criterions.
There isa slight difference inbothstudies.
In the first study the structural lowering of the Danube is
demonstrated. After that a general propostion to rewet the
Northern part Gemenc-area has been made. A hydraulic simulation
model ("F0K5") has been applied to get a broad insight into the
hydrology of the floodplain. Further, one alternative has been
elaborated in more detail with help of the Reservoir Sizing
Model. This elaboration deals only with one criterion: the

increase of the water levels of the lake systems within the
Northern part of the Gemene-area. An evaluation of the alternativeshasnotbeenmade.
The second study deals with the setting up, elaboration and
(hydro-ecological) evaluationofseveralalternatives.Thehydroecological evaluation has been made according to three
criterions:
-theincreaseofthewaterlevelsofthelakesystems,
-theincreaseofwaterexchange,
-moreoptimalconditionsforthefishpopulation.
Finallycommonconclusionsandrecommendationshavebeenmade.

SUMMARY

Common conclusions for revitalisation of the Gemene area are
mentioned inthis chapter.More detailed conclusions are given in
the two reports seperately.
1. Structural changes in thewater regime of theDanube.
The principal problem of the Gemene area has been caused by
structural changes in the water regime of the Danube. These are
the lowering of the river levels and the acceleration of the
flood wave propagation.
The lowered river levels resulted in dessication of the
floodplain and the accelerated floodpropagation hasworsened the
reproduction conditions of fish.
2. Restoration of thewater regime.
It is concluded that restoration of the water regime of the
Danube, with help of the existing channel system and new
hydraulic structures, isneeded.
3. Planning of the restoration of theGemene area.
It is concluded that restoration of the Gemene area can be done
inthe following way.
-Application of hydraulic structures and excavation works are
needed.
-The hydraulic structures (and their different operation
policies) and excavation works constitute the basis of
several restoration alternatives.
- Simulation of the alternatives with help of an appropriate
hydraulic simulation model (likeF0K5 or FOK10).
This model can give insight into the consequences of the
restoration alternatives on the water regime of the
floodplain.
- Evaluation of the alternatives with help of known relations
between water regime and ecology.
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SUMMARY

The Gemenc-area issituated inthesouthofHungary near thetown
of Baja and isa floodplain forest inthevalley of the Danube.
The hydrology oftheKeselyüs-area,which isthenorthern partof
the Gemenc-area, hasbeen dealt with inthis study.
Floods of the Danube have (and had) a main influence on the
abiotic conditions of this area and therefore also avery important influence onitsecological development.
The first objective of this study hasbeen to show that a structural lowering of the number and length of floods of the Danube
occurred in this century. Using the computer program "Technical
Hydrology", probability functions of lenghts,sumsof lengthsand
number of floods have been constructed for the period 1901 to
1920 and for the period of 1967 to 1990.These functions show
that lengths,sumsof lengthsandnumberof floods have decreased
during this century. As a result of this, the richness and the
chances ofdevelopment oftheecosystem havebeen diminished.
The second objective of this study has been to make a general
proposition toincrease thewaterquantity intheKeselyüs-area.
Because no quantitative hydrological demands for optimal
ecological conditions are defined yet, the proposition only
concerns an increase ofthewater quantities ofthe lakes inthe
area (thismeans anincrease ofthewater levelsofthe lakes).
The general proposition encloses three options: the placing of
weirs tocapture Danube water during ahighwaterperiod, connecting theKis-Holt-DunatotheGrebec toestablish water flow into
this lake andtheintakeofSiówater intothelake system. These
three options canalsobe combined.
The third objective of this studyhasbeen toapply a simulation
model for channel flow to get a broad insight in the surfacial
hydrology ofthefloodplain lake system related totheDanube.
To study the hydrological behaviour of this lake system, a
one-dimensional unsteady surface water flow model ("FOK5"-model)
has been used to describe the hydrological features of these
channels and lakes.Themodel calculates water level time series
forthelakesandvelocity, discharge andwater depth time series
forthechannels.
From the calculations it canbe concluded that the water levels
in the lakes follow very closely thewater levels inthe Danube
when longer periods (more than several weeks) are regarded. It
can be concluded that resistance towaterflow of the channels is
very little because ofvery large cross sectional dimensions.
From theestimation of inaccuracies itcanbe concluded that the
influence of the estimation of theManning-Strickler coefficient

isofaminorimportance.
The influence ofprecipitation excessseemstobeofmoreimportance, especially for Kis-Holt-Duna (which is situated at a
higher level thantheDecsi-Nagy-Holt-Duna)and showsperiodsof
several months in which neither Danube water is flowing in nor
out. Intheseperiodsprecipitation excess isan importantwater
balancefactor.
The influence of possible interaction between lakes (channels)
andgroundwaterremainsunclear.
Calculations with the "F0K5"-model have been used to elaborate
the option which concerns the placing of a movable weir in the
"Nagy-Kis-fok".Withhelpofthe "Reservoir SizingModel",which
is incorporated in "Technical Hydrology", probability functions
of the reservoir (Kis-Holt-Duna) being filled at different
volumes have been constructed. Evaporation has been regarded as
the water demand. The main starting point is that calculated
discharges intheactual situation (1967to1990)arealsovalid
forasituation inwhichwater isstored intheKis-Holt-Dunaby
means of a movable weir.Also a forecast for 50years has been
made.
Fromthecalculationswiththe "ReservoirSizingModel"itcanbe
concluded that in the growing season the probability of the
reservoirbeingtotallyfilledisrelativelyhigh.Thecalculated
probabilities of the reservoir being totally filled in the year
2040aremuchlowerthanintheactualsituation.
It is recommended that "lockers" (a type of weir) are used to
increasethewaterquantityofthelakesystem.
Ingeneral it can be concluded that rewetting theKeselyüs-area
by placing movable weirs in the connecting channels between the
lakes can be a good solution as a first step within a larger
framework of hydrological activities. It is recommended to
collectmorehydrologicaldataandstudyhydrologicaldemandsfor
an optimal ecological situation.After this a repetition of the
calculations should be made to reduce the effects of different
assumptionsmadeinthisstudy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Locationofthestudy-area
The Gemenc-area is situated in the south of Hungary-/ about 190
kilometers south of Budapest, near the town of Baja (40,000
inhabitants) and is a floodplain forest in the valley of the
Danube (seefig.1.1).Theareaisabout17,800ha.Inthisstudy
the study-area does not concern the total Gemenc-area, but the
northernpartofit,whichiscalledKeselyüs-area.TheKeselyüsarea islimitedbytheSió-riverinthenorth,theDanube inthe
east, theVeranka-branch in the south and thewinterdike inthe
west (seeappendix I). TheKeselyüs-areaisabout3,400ha.

o »

oo»*

Fig.1.1:LocationoftheGemenc-areainHungaryintheDanubebasin [Source:Frugetetal.,1992]
1.2Descriptionoftheproblemsandbackgroundoftheresearch
Floodsof theDanubehave (andcertainlyhad inthepast) amain
influence on the abiotic conditions of this area and therefore
alsoaveryimportant influenceonitsecologicaldevelopment.
It can be shown that a structural lowering of the number and
9

length of floods of theDanube hasoccurred inthis century.As a
result of this, the richness and the chances of development of
the ecosystem have been diminished.
River training works have been carried out along the Danube near
the Gemenc-area into the two following stages.
1.River bed regulation. River bed regulations have started in
1804. Thismeans that riverbends have been cut.As a result
ofincreasing water velocities local river bed erosion
occurs. This means a local lowering of the river bed bottom
and also a lowering of the minimum, maximum and average
water levels intheDanube [Fruget et al., 1992].
2. Standardization. Standardization works have been carried out
since 1912. In practice it has seemed hard to control the
water velocities in the meandering river. It has been
decided to lead the river into a more sinusoid shape, in
order to get a better control of the water velocities. In
this way more optimal conditions for the economically
important navigation at theDanube havebeen obtained. These
standardization works have started slowly, but after a
disastrous ice jamming in 1956 these works were accelerated
and finished in 1965. Rock fills have been placed into the
Danube in such a way that the river bends into the desired
direction [Pers. Comm. Zsuffa Sr., 1993]. These measures
have the same consequences asmentioned at 1.
The river training works have led to an improvement of the
possibilities of navigation on the Danube aswell as to aprotection against floods.
There is no doubt that the two advantages mentioned are of
extreme importance for the national economy and for the safety of
the population as well. Now that the river training works have
been completed it is time to pay attention to another main issue
of importance, viz. the protection and development of rare
natural areas.The Gemenc-area issuch anarea.
It is necessary to take measures so that the Gemenc-area is
rewetted while the advantages for navigation and protection
against floods remain unchanged.
A number of measures hasbeen suggested to revitalise theGemencarea (seeappendixII).
1.Revitalisation of old Danube-branches: increase the discharge of old Danube-branches to refresh them and to stop
silting up.This hasbeen donewith theVeranka-branch: rock
fills were placed in such a way that an increase of water
from the Danube into the Veranka-branch has been established.
2. Filtration of water into parallel arms of the Danube:
filtration of water through sandy banks along the Danube in
the south of theGemenc-area.
10

3. Placing of weirs near the lakes to capture more water after
a highwaterperiod or flood.
4.Water intake from the Sió-river: periodically intake of
clean Siówater.
The four measures mentioned above have as a common objective to
enlarge the quantity of water in the Gemenc-area. When studying
these measures, the following aspects have to be taken into
consideration:
1. silting up of lakes,channels and oldbranches,
2. throughflow, inorder toobtain sufficient refreshing,
3. dynamics of the hydrological situation,
4.waterquality aspects.
1.3 Goal of this study
The goal of this study is fourfold.
1.To demonstrate that inthis century a structural lowering of
the water levels of the Danube (and therefore a structural
decrease of thenumbers and lengths of floods) has occurred.
2. Tomake ageneral proposition to increase thewater quantity
in the Keselyüs-area.
3. To apply a simulation model for channel flow to get a broad
insight in the surfacial hydrology of the floodplain lake
system related to the Danube (seeappendixIII).
4. To elaborate one proposition for rewetting the Keselyüsarea.
1.4 Method of research
The first goal of the study (prove the structural decrease of
numbers and lengths ofDanube levels) hasbeen achieved with help
of the computer program "Technical Hydrology". Thisprogram deals
with statistical analyses of hydrological data.
The second goal has been achieved by insights gained during the
research period.
The third goal has been achieved by means of a computer program,
called "F0K5" that dealswith channel flow.
The fourth goal, the elaboration of a proposition has been
achieved using the "Reservoir Sizing Model", which is incorporated in "Technical Hydrology".
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1.5Organising the report
In the second chapter a description of the area has been made.
This description has been subdivided into eight sections. These
sections concern history of the Gemenc-area, topography, geology
and soil, hydrology, ecology, cultural aspects and other
interests inthearea.
The third chapter deals with the statistical analysis of time
series data from the Danube and conclusions from this analysis
have been made.
In the fourth chapter a general proposition has been made to
increase the surfacial water storage inthe Keselyüs-area.
The fifth chapter describes themodel for channel flow aswell as
the application of this model for the Keselyüs-area. Conclusions
concerning thismodel are mentioned.
In the sixth chapter a part of this general proposition has been
elaborated inmore detail. Conclusions havebeen drawn concerning
this elaboration.
The seventh and last chapter has been reserved for conclusions
and recommendations.

12

2 DESCRIPTION OF THEGEMENC-AREA

2.1 Introduction
The Gemenc-area is a "Protected Landscape Area". This means that
the area has important pedological and ecological values, which
makes it unique within Hungary, and should therefore be
protected.
In the "Gemene Protected Landscape Area" (GPLA) two zones are
marked down, each with a different degree of protection. The
zones of the first degree, with the most important ecological
features, form the heart of the forest reserve. The zones of the
second degree are used as buffers for protection. These zones of
the second degree are also a forest reserve (seeappendixIV).
The GPLA is nowadays on the short-list to become a "National
Park". If the GPLA would become a "National Park" a more active
policy can be carried out in the Gemenc-area [Pers.Comm. Zsuffa
Sr., 1993].
2.2 History of the Gemenc-area
Until the end of the 18th century the Gemene-floodplain is not
occupied by man. The floodplain consists of a large unified area
and serves as a biotope for i.a. breeding birds, deer and wild
boars. In case of a Danube flood thewater reaches as far as the
hills inthe east,establishing awaterlevel of about 0.2 m., but
animals are still able to find a refuge.
About 1790people are establishing intheGemenc-area, especially
on little mounds.Their foodsupply consists of locally found food
like eggs and fish. Since the occupation has started, life in the
biotope hasbeen disturbed.
After the riverbed régularisationof the Danube inthe beginning
of the 19th century, the winterdike has been constructed. Since
more and more people are settling inthe area outside thewinterdike, the area between the Danube and the winterdike becomes the
most important biotope for the animals. In case of a flood,
however, thewater now reachesup tothewinterdike, establishing
a waterlevel of about 3 m. In this case animals are unable to
find a refuge. Therefore refuges are constructed (see appendix
V). These refuges consist of summerdikes isolating an area. In
case a flood lasts for more than two weeks, water infiltrates
under the summerdikes into the refuge centres, establishing a
waterlevel inthe refuge centres.Therefore also refuge hills are
constructed between the Danube and the winterdike as another
refuge option [Pers.Comm. Zsuffa Sr., 1993].
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2.3 Topography
In this study only the topography of the Keselyüs-area has been
investigated. The topography of this area shows no variation on
macro relief scale.
On meso relief scale however there is much more variation, the
heights differ from 84,5 to 91,0 m above zero-level (the
zerolevel is situated 8100 cm. above Baltic Sea-level). This
large vertical variation in heights is caused by former beds of
the meandering Danube. This variation is visible in the whole
area, but is most obvious in the north of the Keselyüs-area,
where former river bends of the Danube canbe seen.
In the northern part of the Keselyüs-area the heights are
slightly larger than those of the southernpart.At this location
heights differ from 88,0 to 91,0m.
The lowest heights can obviously be found near the lakes and old
riverbranches, situated inthe south of the Keselyüs-area, where
the heights differ from 84,5 to 88,5m. (seeappendixV I ) .
2.4 Geology and soil
As has been stated before, the Gemenc-area is a floodplain and
was formed by the meandering of the Danube. In times of floods,
the river overflows its banks, depositing alluvium sediments
along the banks [Whittenet al., 1972].
The fluvial forms of the alluvial plain which are still visible
today are (see figure2.1):
- the old meanders partly connected to the Danube: Grébeci
Duna, Veranka-branch,Ven Duna and KadarDuna,
- the old meanders with no direct connection with the Danube:
Kis-Holt-Duna andNyekiDuna,
- the parallel arms of the Danube, situated in the south of
the Gemenc-area, caused by an increase of the concave form
of the Danube.
A very clear example of the meandering of the Danube is the
Veranka-branch. Figure 2.2 shows a reconstruction of the
evolution of thisbranch [Fruget et al., 1992].
Sedimentation has had a main influence on the soil which can be
found today. The soil has been matured by biological influences
of the forest.Thematuring of the soils isstill continuing.
In the northern part of the Keselyüs-area ten borings to a depth
of 10 m. were made to analyse the soil. Also nine piezometers
were installed (piezometer 10 is out of action) (see appendix
VII). From the borings it can be concluded that the sub soil
exists of fine, greyish sand (with a K-value between 0.5 and 1.2
m./day). On top of this sub soil a layer of loam and silt is
deposited (with a K-value between 0.04 and 11.3 m./day). This
layer varies in thickness from about 1,3 to 5,3 m. (see appendix
VIII) [Zsuffa Sr.et al., 1992].
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Fig. 2 . 1 : Hydrological features in the Geraenc-area
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Fig. 2.2:Reconstruction of thegeomorphological evolution of
theVeranka-branch [Source:Fruget et al., 1992]
2.5Hydrology
The Keselyüs-area is bounded by the river Sió in the north, the
Danube inthe east and theVeranka-branch inthe south. Important
hydrological features in the Keselyüs-area are listed in table
2.1 (including some characteristics) and visualised in appendix
III.
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Name

Length (m.)

Sort

Grebec

6800

old meander

Veranka

14700

old meander

Decsi-Nagy-HoltDuna

-

oxbow lake

Kis-Holt-Duna

-

oxbow lake

Forgo-lake

-

lake

"Sand-Bank"-lake

-

lake

"Veranka-Nagy-fok"

824

channel

"Nagy-Kis-fok"

1070

channel

"Grebec-Forgo-fok"

1720

channel

Keselyüs
7820
channel
Table 2.1: Important hydrological features in the Keselyüs-area
To get a clear picture of the hydrology of the Gemenc-area it is
necessary to look at three important aspects,viz.:
1. regime of the Danube,
As a result of the regime of the Danube, two situations can
occur:
1. channel flow from theDanube to the lakes and old
branches,
2. overland flow (direct inundation) of the floodplain.
2. precipitation and evaporation inthearea,
3.groundwatermovement.
Inthe following paragraphs these three aspects will be treated.
2.5.1Regime of the Danube
Inthe section near the townofBaja the Danube has amean annual
discharge of 2400 m3sec"1 (amean flood of 5100 m3sec~x, amean low
water flow of 1000 m3sec_1, an absolute maximum of 7800 m3sec"1, an
absolute minimum of 600m3sec_1) [Fruget et al., 1992].The yearly
fluctuation of thewater is 8m. Highwaterperiods are generally
from April until July, but periods of flood can also occur in
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winter. Danube water levels are measured at the gauging stations
of Baja and Szekszârd-Gemenc (see appendix IX). In this study
water level data from Baja areused because of the fact that from
1901 up to now a complete data set of daily levels is available.
It canbe seen that inthis century (1901-1990) themaximum stage
of 1009 cm. above zero-level was reached in 1956 .The minimum
level was 67 cm. and the average level 416 cm. Taking the
measured water levels into consideration it isconvenient to make
the following hydrological distinction1:

lowwater
mediumwater
highwater

< 420
420 -700
> 700

cm. above zero-level
cm. above zero-level
cm. above zero-level

When Danube levels are rising above a level of 420 cm., the lakes
inthe Keselyüs-area are filled withDanube watervia an existing
system of channels.
When Danube water levels exceed 700 cm. inundation starts. The
borders of the lakes are overtopped and the adjacent lower parts
of the lakes are inundated. At Danube water levels over 900 cm.
waterflow directly across the Danube-bank occurs and the largest
part of the Keselyüs-area is inundated.
In case of filling of the southern part of the system, Danube
water is flowing via the Veranka-branch to the "fok" (a "fok" is
a channel, see also section 2.7) connecting the Veranka-branch
and the Decsi-Nagy-Holt-Duna. In this way the Decsi-Nagy-HoltDuna is filled.Via connections fromDecsi-Nagy-Holt-Duna toKisHolt-Duna, and from Kis-Holt-Duna to the "Sand-Bank"-lake these
other two lakes are filled. From the Decsi-Nagy-Holt-Duna a
connection to the Malom-lake and the Hanis-lake in the south
exists.
Inthe northern part of the area the Forgó-lake is filled via the
Grebec and the "Grebec-Forgó-fok".
When Danube water levels exceed 700 cm. inundation starts. The
borders of the lakes are overtopped and the adjacent lower parts
of the lakes are inundated. At Danube water levels over 900 cm.
waterflow directly across the Danube-bank occurs and the largest
part of the Keselyüs-area is inundated.

1

These values represent the water levels at the location of
the Keselyüs-area. The water levels at the gauging station of
Baja are about 55 cm. lower (seeappendixXII).
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2.5.2 Precipitation and evaporation
In appendix X the average, monthly precipitation excess for the
Keselyüs-area is shown for the period of 1984-1987. The assumption is made that those four years give a good approximation
for the average actual situation. The data are collected from the
"Yearbook of the Hydrological Service of Hungary" of the four
years respectively.
Precepitation data have been calculated by taking the average
values of the stations Bata and Decs. The evaporation for the
Keselyüs-area has been assumed to be the evaporation measured at
the gauging station of Pecs (seeappendix IX).The collected data
in the "Yearbook of the Hydrological Service of Hungary" have
been corrected to get the open water evaporation. It can be
concluded that the average yearly precipitation excess has a
negativevalue.
2.5.3 Groundwater
From 17-05-1992 until 25-10-1992 phreatic groundwater levels were
measured in 9 piezometers with an interval of 6 days. Obviously
these data are neither sufficient to get insight in the yearly
behaviour of the groundwater nor do they contain information
about waterflow in the vertical plane. The available piezometer
data have been collected in appendix XI. In this appendix also
the Danube levels (Baja levels modified for the Keselyüs-area,
see appendix XII) are shown. Appendix XI.1 depicts a parallel
section along the Danube, appendix XI.2 is perpendicular to the
Danube. From appendix XI.1 it can be concluded that phreatic
groundwater is globally flowing in a southern direction for the
regarded time period and area. From the perpendicular section it
canbe concluded that theDanube acts asadrain, the groundwater
flow is from west to east. Piezometer 7 shows groundwater levels
which are highly influenced by theDanube levels.This piezometer
is situated near the bank of the Danube. Piezometers 1, 4, 5 and
6 follow the decreasing trend of the Danube but are not reacting
on fluctuations of the Danube in a shorter period (days to
weeks).This may be caused by the low hydraulic permeability of
the first tenmeters inthisarea.
2.6Ecology
For centuries, the river Danube has defined the flora and fauna
along its course. The regular floods, which inundated the area,
created an unique vegetation. The Danube is the most important
factor for theGemenc-ecosystem.
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2.6.1 Flora
In the Gemenc-area the so called "gallery forests" are to be
found. In these forests old natural trees are present as well as
newplanted ones.
The traditional trees in the area are oaks, poplars and willows.
Among the planted trees are maples and plane trees. From the
17,800 ha.of the Gemenc-area 15,200 ha.are covered by forest.
Vegetation in the Gemenc-area is dominated by regular floods. An
ecological distinction inheights canbemade.The lowest part of
the area, below a level of 86,2 m., is called the "low flood
area". It canbe inundated for several months. Inthis area there
are no trees,only littlevegetation.
The area above the level of 88,2 m. is called the "high flood
area", and exists of elevations made by the Danube or made by
man. In this area there is a more varied vegetation than in the
"low flood area".
In the whole area there are about 250 species of vegetation. In
between there arevery rare species [Alleret al., 1991].
2.6.2 Fauna
The Gemenc-area isan important area forwild animals, especially
for deer and wild boars. In the days of the ancient regime, the
Gemenc-area has become a favourite hunting place, and a big game
population was desirable. Even nowadays the population of big
game is very large, especially the deer population. It exists of
about 5000 deer while for an area with the size of Gemene a
population of 1000 would be suitable. As a result of this large
population there is a lot of damage to the young vegetation.
Therefore hunting is necessary to balance the wildlife [Pers.
Comm. Zsuffa Sr., 1993].
In the last ten years over 200 different bird species have been
detected in the Gemenc-area i.a. black storks, aigrettes, gray
and red herons, spoonbills, eagles, falcons, owls, etc. Some of
them arevery rare and theyneed the silent,protected conditions
of this area tosurvive.
The presence of black storks and sea eagles indicates that the
Gemenc-area is very valuable [Aller et al, 1991]. The spoonbill
visits this area because of the richness of fish.However, it can
not settle permanently because there is no large, united water
area. Plans have beenmade to create such anarea atGöga, inthe
north of the Gemenc-area (see appendix V) [Pers. Comm. Zsuffa
Sr., 1993].
The fishlife isalso an important aspect of the Gemenc-ecosystem.
Because of the river training works the population has been
diminished since the twenties and thirties of this century.
Nowadays about fifty fish species are living in the area [Aller
et al, 1991].
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2.7 Cultural aspects
In former times fishing wasan important wayof food supplyfor
the people near theGemenc-area. The local, classical method of
catching fish on a large scale wastheso called "fok"-fishing
method ("fok" istheHungarian word forrivermouth). Beforethe
rising of the Danube artificial channels ("foks") are made.At
the rising oftheriver, water will flow into these channels.In
the breeding season, when itistime forthefish tospawn, they
swim upstream ofthese "foks". Afterwards thefish caneasilybe
caughtbysiftingtherivermouth with fishing nets [Alleret al.,
1991].
2.8Other interests inthearea
The Gemenc-area isaninteresting area forhaving a second house
and fortourism. Itmaybeevident that these activities disturb
thepeace andchancesofnatural development inthearea.
Finally ithastobe mentioned that the occurrence of valuable
wood species has led to the use of the Gemene-forests for
woodproduction.
To get a visual impression of the Keselyüs-area see appendix
XXIII.
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3ANALYSIS OF THEHYDROLOGICAL REGIMEOF THE DANUBE

3.1 Introduction
As defined in the goals of this study an analysis of the Danube
levels of this century has been made to prove a decrease of the
number and lengths of floodperiods.This hasbeen done byuse of
the computerprogram "Technical Hydrology" (TH).
The TH-computer program isaprogram for the statistic processing
of hydrological data and is a product of the Technical College
"Pollack Mihâly" Institute ofWaterManagement, Baja, Hungary. In
the beginning of the seventies the idea for this program was
launched and the first Hungarian version (called "Muszaki
Hydrologiai") was ready in 1975. After several improvements the
first PC-version waspresented in 1986 [Alleret. al., 1991].
Nowadays also an English version of the program is available
called "Technical Hydrology". Thishasbeenused inthis study.
3.2Methods and backgrounds
The methods applied in "Technical Hydrology" are mainly based on
hydrological statistics and other methods of the theory of
probabilities.
These methods are collected into three groups (considering three
practical areas) asfollows:
- computation of highwaters,
-water resources estimation,
- reservoir computation.
Commonly used methods on the three mentioned areas are available
also in a separate menu, called "hydrological statistics" (see
fig.3.1).
In the description of the methods and backgrounds, only the
options that are used in this study are described. These are
"homogeneity of high waters" and "analysis of high water
periods".
3.2.1 Homogeneity of high waters
The purpose of a test of homogeneity is to check if a series of
data can statistically be described as homogeneous or not.
Homogeneity of a series of data means that these series have the
same distribution function [Reimann, 1989].
Inthe TH-program thehomogeneity of a series of data is checked
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***SPECIALAPPLICATIONS***
HydrologicalStatistics
TimeSeries Analysis
DataMaintenance
*ComputationofHIGHWATERS*
*WATERRESOURCESestimation*
*
RESERVOIRcomputation
Homogeneity of high w a t e r s
Prob, d i s t r i b u t i o n of high w a t e r s
A n a l y s i s of h i g h water p e r i o d s

Fig. 3.1 Menu of the TH-Model
with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Test (for an explanation about the
Koltnogorov-Srairnov-Test see appendix XIII) .
The input data for the homogeneity t e s t are shown in f i g . 3.2.
The bold p r i n t e d words are the data or options t h a t can be
changed in the model.

HomogeneityTest

-Smirnoff -KolmogoroffTest

Datafile (.THD):XXXX

waterleveldata

Gaugingstation :XXXX
Starty.:XXXX

Lasty.:XXXX

Period:Annual
Monthly
Interval
Method:Halving
Stepping
Givenyear
Combined

Characteristic:Maximum
Minimum
Mean
XX
XX XX
Significancelevels: lowerlimit :XX%
upperlimit :XX%

Fig. 3.2 Input data for homogeneity t e s t
In the TH-model four options are incorporated to apply the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Test.
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-Halving: a series of data is cut in the middle and the
halves are compared toeach other for homogeneity.
-Given year: a series of data is cut at a certain year and
both parts are compared to eachother for homogeneity.
- Stepping: a series of data is checked by steps.A step part
(which has to be entered) is checked for homogeneity to the
rest of the sample. After this, one year is added from the
sample to the step part and both samples are checked for
homogeneity again. This will continue until the end of the
series. The year with the worst result for homogeneity is
the result of the test.
-Combined: a series of data ischecked forhomogeneity by the
stepping method. After this, the first data point of the
series is substracted and the series ischecked again by the
stepping method. In this way the largest homogeneous series
at the end of the time series is found.
The first number that has to be entered is the same as for
the stepping method, the second number that has to be
entered indicates the smallest sample from where the calculation has tobe stopped.
The year, from where a series of data is seperated into two
parts iscalled the cutpoint.
In the TH-model also two significance levels have to be entered.
When the probability of homogeneity is lower than the lower
significance level, the series of data are considered to be not
homogeneous. If the probability for homogeneity is between the
lower and theupper significance level (asocalled grey domain),
it is uncertain that the series of data are homogeneous. If the
probability of homogeneity exceeds the upper significance level,
the series of data are considered to be homogeneous. In the
THmodel these significance levels are set at 30% (or0.3) and70%
(or 0.7), according to J. Bernier (University of Sorbonne,
France) [Pers.Comm. Zsuffa Sr., 1993].
After entering all the needed information the model starts the
homogeneity test.After finishing the computation the results can
be represented numerically orgraphically (see fig.3.3).
The results show thenon exceeding probability l-L(z) (=P ) .This
is given for the year with the worst result, the so called cut
point.
When the stepping method is applied a summary graph is the
graphical result. This shows the non exceeding probability (1L(z)) at all cutpoints foracertain period.
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Homogeneity Test
(Smirnoff -Kolmogoroff two sample test)
Station: XXXX
Processed period
: XXXX-XXXX
Data type: water levelmaximum (cm)
Analysed interval : year
Method: stepping the cutpoint;worst result isat cut

point: XXXX

Results:
Max. difference between the two frequence curves,Dmax=
Theprobability indicating thehomogeneity,
P
Considering theXX &XX %,as significance limits,the
homogeneity of the time series isuncertain.

=.XXX
=.XXX

Fig. 3.3 Numerical results of the homogeneity test
3.2.2 Analysis of highwater periods
"Analysis of high water periods" supplies the possibility to
create probability functions.
With the "crossing method" probability functions can be
constructed. The "crossing method" implies that foreach crossing
level the number of observations above this level is counted.
Herewith theprobability function is obtained.
These probability functions canbe constructed for five different
characteristics:
-maximum lengths of flood periods: analysis of the largest
length of floodperiods of eachyear,
- sums of lengths of flood periods: analysis of the total
length of flood inayear,
-maximum values of "flood load": analysis of the maximal
amount ofwater of a flood,
-numbers of flood periods: analysis of the numbers of floods
inayear,
- average numbers of flood periods: analysis of the average
number of floodperiods.
The input data of "analysis of high water periods" are shown in
fig. 3.4.
A computation can be made for one ormore crossing levels. These
canbe set automatically or optionally.
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AnalysisofStochasticTimeseries (CrossingMethod)
Datafile(.THD)
Gaugingstation
Starty.:XXXX
Extremes: min.

xxxx
xxxx
Lasty.:XXXX
XXcm

Dailywaterlevels
Period:
mean: XXX

firstm:XX
lastm:XX
cm
max. : XX

Computationfor
Crossinglevels

Timeseriesparameters :

Morelevels
Onelevel
Automatic
Optional

Maximumlengthsoffloodperiods
Sumsoflengthsoffloodperiods
Maximumvaluesof"floodload"
Numbersoffloodperiods
Averagenumbersoffloodperiods

Fig. 3.4 The input data of the analysis of stochastic time
series
The five possibilities mentioned above concern the given period.
When a flood occurs at the end of a period and finishes in the
beginning of the following period, themodel considers this flood
as two separate floods (see fig.3.5).
After the calculation for each crossing level the results can be
compared to fourdifferent typesof distribution functions.
-Theoretical distribution function: the results are compared
to the theoretical distribution function. For the "maximum
lengths of floods" this is the Gumbel distribution, for the
"sums of lengths of floods" the Gauss distribution, for the
"maximum values of flood loads" the Gumbel distribution and
for the "numbers of floodperiods" the Poisson distribution.
-Empirical distribution function: the results are compared to
the empirical distribution function.
-Dominant distribution function: the results are compared to
the best fitting distribution function. The best fitting
distribution function is applied to the whole series of
data.
-Mixed distribution function: this is the same method as
described for the dominant distribution function, but now
the best fitting distribution function isnot applied to the
whole series. In this way it ispossible that for one level
an emperical distribution function is used and for another
level a theoretical distribution function.
The results of analysis of high water periods can be represented
numerically or graphically.
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